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Einstein’s definition of insanity…



Upcoming setting-based guides for 

cannabis legalization

 Five settings: schools, communities, workplaces, post-secondary and retail.

 In addition to conveying information on laws/regulations and health risks, 

the guides will:

 include a few cautious mentions of benefits,

 invite deeper consideration of, and dialogue on, the nature, causes and 
consequences of cannabis/substance use,

 ask the reader to think about the possible opportunities associated with 

legalization focusing on governance, culture and wellbeing,

 suggest that there are important individual and collective responsibilities to 

consider during, and after, legalization,

 caution against common pitfalls and distractions. 



Schools guide: Navigating change



Schools guide: Capitalizing on 

opportunity



Critical drug education?

 Overarching goal is to educate so that students become more skilled at 
managing their own well-being.

 Need to recognize the potential pitfalls of taking an overly protective approach

 Relevant (safer substance use) competencies identified from CISUR research:

 assess the complex ways in which drugs impact the health and well-being of 

individuals, families, communities and societies

 explore and appreciate diversity related to the reasons people use drugs, the impact 

of drug use and the social attitudes toward various drugs

 recognize binary constructs (e.g., good vs bad) and assess their limitation in 

addressing complex social issues like drug use

 develop personal and social strategies to manage the risks, benefits and harms 

related to drugs



Reconceptualizing risk
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A practical tool for self-assessing 

personal substance use

 develop 

personal and 

social 
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manage the 
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drugs



Final points

 Guides will be available from the Healthlink BC and Get Cannabis Clarity 

websites in the coming weeks.

 Our intention is that they will provide high-level guidance for those seeking 

to advance our approaches to managing cannabis use to optimize 

benefits and reduce harms.

 The retail guide in particular is stretching us due to the “unnatural” policy 

divide between medical and non-medical cannabis and “uneasy” 

relationship with the emerging industry.

 The opportunity, as we see it, is to use the “once in a lifetime” occasion of 

cannabis legalization to evolve our approaches toward those that may 

facilitate personal and collective maturation and greater individual and 

collective wellness.
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